DEAR BLACK MAN

Atlanta-area Black men share encouraging advice with other Black men

NATION
City of Louisville to pay $12 million to Breonna Taylor family

NATION
Fifth Third Bank funds $1.2 million for Black businesses

Tory Edwards, co-founder of Atlanta Influences Everything, and Zak Wallace, owner of Local Green Atlanta, share a brotherly embrace at the opening session of TEDxCollier Heights last fall.
Dear Black Man,

God has great things in store for you. I know you are tired of hearing people lightly toss those heavy words and you are right to be skeptical of the manner in which they so easily roll.

The fact remains that God does have great things in store for you but they will not come without struggle, suffering and sacrifice. You will love and fail, fight and lose, strive and fall short. Even still, God has great things in store for you.

Nothing about your life has been easy: born to a rebellious teen mother, absentee father, reared by your grandmother, financial hardship, the death of your mother and so many other obstacles. Yet, you have been surrounded by a loving family, a nurturing village and received the best education. Every lesson and experience of adversity that has shaped you as an adolescent will cement the character you will need as a man.

There is value in learning to trust God early in your life. Be strong and courageous. God is with you wherever you go.

—The Rev. Eric G. Vickers, Beulah Baptist Church, Vine City

Dear Black King,

I call you King, because you are powerful and deserve your crown (you just don’t know it yet). Tomorrow people will follow you, be influenced by you, and be better positioned because of you. Even so, I vividly remember the fears you currently wrestle with:

• I remember our desire for acceptance.
• I remember being frozen by intimidation.
• I remember the times that we wished we were “them.”
• I remember holding back because winning would draw attention.

I will keep this short but listen to me well:

- Uniqueness is your superpower and acceptance is found by accepting yourself.
- “Freezing” provides time to strategize and win with your next step.
- Stay true to you and tomorrow “they” will ask how to be like you.
- Attention comes because people see a power in you that they don’t see in themselves.
- Life is reinvention - YOU ARE MORE THAN ENOUGH!

—Darius Hicks, “While Black” Podcast
Dear Black Man,

I would tell you to slow time down as much as possible and don’t be in a rush to get old. With age comes more responsibilities. At 14 years old, I wish someone would have told me to wait until I was a little older to have sex, as it’s more meaningful when you find the right person.

At 15 years old, I would say to stop hanging around with the older kids on the block, they are bad influences. Hang with the people headed in the same direction as you. Being 16, all there is to do is get better in school and get those grades up, they’re horrible. The more you know is the more you get paid.

At 17-years old, I would say that you’re doing better in school, but don’t be jealous of the seniors that have the hot cars and the hot girls. One day you’ll have all the hot cars that everyone will be jealous of. You are 18-year-old now, study hard and earn straight A’s. The real cool kids are the smart ones.

Look into studying architectural engineering, you will be a builder one day, that will come in handy.

Nineteen years old, finish college and get your degree; you’re paying for it, you might as well get something for all the hard work you put in. In your 20’s, enlighten yourself with real estate. You will be a broker and a contractor one day and own multiple properties, own apartment buildings, build houses and manage properties.

Overall, stay true to yourself, stay loyal, stay humble, work hard, help others, protect your peace and find happiness in little things. You will find your tribe and get to the place where you want to be in life. You will face challenges, but you have what it takes to overcome them. Use the gifts God gave you.

—Shaun Wedderburn, SEW GLOBAL REALITY

Dear Black Man,

First of all, you’re fourteen and Mommy passing away is not your fault. At fourteen, you have a fourteen-year-old mind and you’re not mature enough to understand that you need to “love your Mother” and don’t take her for granted because no one is promised to be here tomorrow, especially your mother. When you are boxing down in Miami, take your training more seriously and really immerse yourself in it—take it seriously. Boxing can take you places as you can learning and being committed to learning.

When you move in with Daddy, try to spend as much time as you can learning and being committed to learning. Time is going to go by so quickly and, before you know it, you will be an adult; so take your time and try to focus on things that can and will help you in the long run such as real estate and online marketing. Think for the long term. Just because you feel a certain way today doesn’t mean you will feel like that tomorrow. Stay out of harm’s way and follow your own path.

Don’t be swayed by what everyone else is doing.

When you finish High School, stay in the Air Force. Toughen it out — no matter how hard it gets, stick with it. There is nothing to go back to Springfield. Stop thinking about what your friends are doing and what parties you can be throwing and stay in the AIR FORCE. Make Daddy proud once you get out of the Air Force. Don’t go back to Springfield. Move to Houston or somewhere progressive but, no matter what you do, don’t go back. There is a big world out there just waiting for you to conquer it and don’t try to be in the ‘Music Industry’ and don’t waste your time being a manager. That’s STUPID. There’s no money or longevity in that; instead, focus on the Internet and real estate.

Don’t waste time on things that you cannot control and people you cannot control, Focus on yourself and on education because the more you learn, the more you earn. And there are millions in real estate, the stock market and the Internet.

The cool kids won’t be around but the smart kids will be. Leave them alone and walk your own path and stay out of harm’s way. Associate yourself with people who are going somewhere. Get out of your comfort zone and stay in the military. Don’t listen to others, but follow your own heart.

—Ricky McKenzie, McKenzie Brothers Realty

Dear Black Man,

I write this on the day of my daughter’s 21st birthday. Take your time, young man. There are many lessons hidden in the work. Yet, more to be learned by simply living. There is no way to prepare for losing loved ones; just understand that it will happen. Honor them by being grateful for each breath. Save your money now. Your family will love you for it later. Although this life has many ups and downs, trials and injustices, you must wake up everyday and love it. Walk tall, keep your word and always keep the main thing...the main thing.

—Tory Edwards, Atlanta Influence Everything

Dear Black Man,

This life won’t be easy, but it can be when you learn to let go and laugh. You have to be willing to use anything beneficial for the greater good of humanity. You will laugh harder than you thought you could and probably find yourself in tears with the same intensity.

You’ll find that discrimination is rampant and real. It’s even more disheartening when it comes from people that look just like you (and me). It’s psychological. Taking on the perspective of your oppressors is def-minded at its highest level, but still you must and will rise. The same thing they use against you, will provide you ultimate power and alignment from the ancestors. When I speak of tapping into your power, use it wisely.

Now, let me speak—singularly to myself. I’ve stumbled hard and many times. I’ve been fearful, uncertain and insecure at different points, but it will get better. Focusing on the Creator and finding purpose puts things into perspective. Lack of self control (chasing every woman you see), envy, greed and all lower vibrational thoughts will keep you stuck. Avoid those things and always strive to be better.

Pay homage and show respect to other Kings. Uplift them. There have always been and always will be, multiple Kingdoms. Lastly, respect our Queens. Protect our Queens and watch how much better things become. I can’t get it all done in this message, but it’s a reference point for us to begin to get better. I think I need part two.

—Osé Kwékú, Father/Philanthropist

Dear Black Man,

You’re a gift to the world that only you can open. Trust yourself. Everything you want for yourself is yours to earn. You are already the version of yourself that you see in your head. You’ll meet people who fall short in their understanding of your hopes, your focus, your gifts, your beauty.

Laugh, Laugh at them. Laugh at yourself and with yourself. Laugh every time you get yourself wrong, and every time you get yourself right. You’ll be older soon, and you’ll learn more of yourself. You’ll rise, and fall, and prove yourself, and free yourself from the desire to prove anything. That comes with time. And laughs.

And your laughs are the sweetest sound on Earth.

—Howard L. Robinson Jr., Red Clay-Hill

My Brother,

As you progress in life learn a healthy selfish love for yourself. The better you maintain yourself, the better man you will be for your family and community. I beg you to remember the following:

1. Put GOD first. Your spiritual life will manifest your earthly life.

2. Education is freedom and knowledge is power. Therefore, you should forever remain a student. Always feed your mind. Never stop learning new subjects, skills, and cultures. Read on all topics from history to current events.

3. Health is wealth! Your body is your spirit’s temple and you need to maintain it at all cost. The best way to do that is to be mindful of what you consume. Everything in moderation. Drink a lot of water daily. Daily physical exercise.

4. Money is a tool that should be managed as such. Use it to build a stable home environment for you and the ones you love. Also use it to purchase as much real estate as you possibly can. God isn’t making any more earth so you should own as much as you possibly can.

5. Travel far and often. See the world and touch every continent.

6. Never meet a stranger. Life is relational, speak to and get to know as many people as possible.

7. Listen more than you speak. You learn more when you listen. Become an active listener. Speak when you have something meaningful to say.

—Richard Dunn, I AM Richard Dunn/Muddy Waters Group

Dear Black Man,

As you go through life now, you look back at the things that you thought were cool or things you looked at as a way out is no longer cool or an option.

Learn about real estate and pay close attention to politics. A Black man making money, buy houses and be a power player in the political space. Also, try your best not to have children by random women, use condoms every chance you get.

All though we are taught not to have regrets, you will have them. My biggest regret today is becoming a Sports Agent instead of going to Law School. The money was great as a Sports Agent but the world (our communities) require more Black men as Lawyers more so than a Sports Agent.

Think long game. It’s chess and checkers.

—Duwon “Mooley” Robinson, Mr. Everything, Decatur

Dear Black Man,

There are things I want to tell you about the life you are about to experience. While the path you will choose won’t be easy, be confident in your journey, even when you aren’t clear where you are going. Relinquish control as early as you can. Fully accept both the honor and the burden of leadership. That balance matters. You have always desired to lead. You will. Despite your confidence, you are about to discover that you are not fully in control. There is great mystery in this life, and that is the beauty of it.

You are up for the challenge. Remember what you have learned so far, and be ready to surrender what you think you know for sure. Some of your majestic thinking will have you possibly be sacrificed along the way. You understand the power of the Creator and finding purpose puts things into perspective of your oppressors is def-minded at its highest level. You have them. My biggest regret today is becoming a Sports Agent instead of going to Law School. The money was great as a Sports Agent but the world (our communities) require more Black men as Lawyers more so than a Sports Agent.

Think long game. It’s chess and checkers.

—Duwon “Mooley” Robinson, Mr. Everything, Decatur
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you receive them, and why you respond the way you do. That’s because your purpose and journey is uniquely yours. It’s not for anyone else. It’s for you.

Enjoy the journey. Be happy with where you are on the journey, even when you don’t know how it will end. Many people will give you advice.

Feel your feelings fully. All of them. You can expect to get lost in the journey to understanding your place in the world and your place in YOUR world. You can expect for your heart to hurt-and it will. Your ability to feel is what will protect you, keep you safe, and give you the empathy to continue to give your gifts to the world. Let yourself feel that. Let it sink into your soul.

GIVE ALWAYS. Giving is how YOU receive. Those who take advantage of your giving spirit aren’t getting over, they’re getting by. GIVE MORE. It sounds good, but in the midst of those moments, it won’t make sense to anyone. GIVE ANYWAY. Maybe they’ll get it later. Most likely they won’t.

Enjoy the ride as well as those who join you on it. I love you.

—Odie Donald II, City of South Fulton

Dear Black Man,

Continue being patient in making moves and accepting all people.

Dr. Maya Angelou once said, “I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.” This is something you try your best to live by, yet we don’t always make it that easy.

Remember, always be thankful for the community that surrounds you. Be thankful for the past because those giants kicked down doors you’ll never have to pass through as you move forward. Be patient with self and others as these blessings continue to shower during the darkest of moments. Stay Humble!

Scripture tells us all the time, in James 1:19, “My beloved brothers, understand this: Everyone should be quick to listen, slow to speak, and slow to anger.”

Baldwin reminds us, “Not everything that is faced can be changed, but nothing can be changed until it is faced.”

—James King Jr., Hollis King Company

Dear Black Man,

Why do we say “Black Lives Matter” then a year later we are killing our brothers and sisters? I get that the government puts guns and drugs in our communities but how come we just can’t overcome it? Can’t we just think of a good way to use it instead of using it in harmful ways.

Also, why when a Black Man dies it’s a whole lot of outrage (not saying that it’s not a big deal), but when a Black woman dies it’s just nothing being said or just not getting enough attention. For example Secoriea Turner, Atatiana Jefferson, Miriam Carey and ect. None of those women never got the attention that they needed or deserved. Why, do we come up with gangs instead of business?

If we make a business, imagine what we can do next. Other communities have their own businesses that are created for and by them—we can too. It might be a long shot but if we put our heads and money together then we can be as powerful as I know we are.

—Gabrie Irving, 5th Grade Student

Dear Black Man,

I hope this letter finds you well as you matriculate through this current stage of life. A life that you have been blessed with. A life that has presented so many challenges that have deterred and distracted you from discovering your true purpose.

This thing called life varies in stages, and the challenges that you face will be personal. Your challenges will involve family, your professional career, your health and relationships. Your priority will be to persevere through adversity and come out on the other side a better person. Life is funny. We are either currently in a storm, coming out of a storm or about to go into a storm. You must prepare yourself accordingly.

Remain focused and disciplined to accomplish the task(s) at hand, which will in turn enhance your self-confidence. Continue to learn about yourself on every level, mentally, spiritually and physically.

The only limits in this life are the ones you place on yourself. Remain driven and ambitious. Always celebrate the small victories as much as the large ones.

Remind yourself that it is necessary to learn through the process of failure. And no matter what, never stop moving because nothing happens if you do not put things in motion for yourself.

—Lance Irvin, Irvin Development, LLC

Dear Black Man,

You are loved. I love you. Your village loves you. God loved you first.

You will not always understand and appreciate what life gives you but it is only designed to fulfill the Will of the Father and enlarge your own territory. Lean into the gifts He has given. Trust the wisdom of the ancestors. Feel deeply and wholly.

Treasure the 35 years you had with your Twin Brother. One day, the Ancestors will call him home in a senseless act of violence. It will take lots of self love and healing to get over that loss, but you will survive. He will become one of our guardian angels.

Continue to love hard and give freely. Your real wealth is in the Spirit realm.

You are loved. I love you. Your village loves you. God loved you first.

—Marshall Latimore, The Atlanta Voice